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Sleeve with Secondary Thermal Barrio

Field of Invention

This invention relates to reflective sleeving for thermal insulation o, elongated items and
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desirable to provide thermal protection for elongated components, such as brake lines,

wiring harnesses, fuel lines and the like, from the consequences of extreme heat of some

engine components.

Summary and Objects of the Invention

The invention comprises a heat protective sleeve for the protection of elongated

components or substrates. The sleeve comprises a first flexible sheet of a thermally

insulating material. The first sheet has two oppositely disposed edge portions which are

placed in overlapping relationship to form a tubular protective wrap or covering around an

elongated component, such as a brake line, which is to be protected from a nearby hot

component, such as an exhaust pipe. A second flexible sheet, also made of a thermally

insulating material, has oppositely disposed edge portions which are attached to the first

flexible sheet inwardly from the first sheet's edge portions. The second sheet is attached

to the first sheet along the second sheet's edge portions, allowing a portion of the second

sheet to bow outwardly from the first sheet and form an air pocket between the sheets. In

order to maintain the separation of the second sheet from the first, a means for forming

the air pocket is interposed between the sheets.

The air pocket provides extra insulation and is typically positioned facing the hot

component, interposed between it and the component to be insulated.

Preferably, the sheets are woven or knitted from insulative, heat-resistant fibres, such as

polyester monofilaments or glass fibres. It is also preferred to provide a reflective layer on

the outside surface of the sheets to block thermal radiation from the hot component. For

maximum insulating effect, the reflective layer is located on both the outside of the second

sheet, as well as on the outside of the first sheet, including that portion of the first sheet

within the air pocket which lies beneath the second sheet A metal foil on the order of 20

microns in thickness provides an effective thermal radiation barrier and yet remains

sufficiently flexible to permit manual conformity to a tubular shape. Metallised films may

also be employed in some applications.

The air pocket forming means can be a wire form bent to define an open-framed,

elongated volume, for example, a monofilament wire formed into a spiral or helical shape.

The formed. wire is positioned lengthwise along the sleeve within the pocket. The wire is
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« * an object of this invenfion toprovide a means for insufating elongated substrates or

means which is flexible.

members

His another object of mis invenfion to provide an insulating means having a pluraKy ofreflective layers for blocking radiant heat.
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Brief Description of the Drawings
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Figure 2 shows an isometric view of a detail from Figure 1 on an enlarged scale;

.

Figure 3 shows an isometric view of a detail from Figure 1 on an enlarged scale;
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Figure 4 shows a cross-sectional end view of the invention shown in a tubular-shaped

configuration around an elongated member adjacent to a heat source-

Figure 5 shows a top plan view of the invention shown in Figure 4 having cut-away

portions showing internal details of. the invention; and

Figure 6 shows a cross-sectional view of the invention taken along lines 6-6 of Figure. 5.

Detailed Description of a Preferred Embodiment

Figure 1 shows a heat protective sleeve 10 according to the invention which comprises a

first flexible sheet of thermally insulating material 12, providing a means formable into an

elongated tubular shape. Flexible sheet 12 is woven or knitted, preferably from a polyester

monofilament or from glass fibre yarns. Sheet 12 can be formed to any practical length as

required to insulate elongated substrates or members, end 14 being shown with an

irregular profile to indicate that sheet 12 extends beyond the length shown in Figure 1.

Sheet 12 has oppositely disposed edge portions 16 and 18 which are placed in

overlapping relationship with respective portions of the sheet/ as best shown in Figure 4,

to form the tubular protective covering. Each edge 16 and 18 has means for joining the

edges to the sheet, described further below.

A second flexible sheet 20 of thermally insulating material has oppositely disposed edge

portions 22 and 24 which are attached to sheet 12 and space inwardly from edge portions

16 and 18. Edge portions 22 and 24 could be attached by stitching, but it is preferred to

bond the edge portions to the sheet. A wide variety of adhesives may be employed, and

heat-activated adhesives are preferred. Sheet 20 provides means for forming an air

pocket 26 which runs lengthwise along sheet 12.

As seen in Figures 1 and 4, a shaped monofilament wire, illustrated as 28a or 28b, is

disposed within air pocket 26. The wire comprises means for forming , air pocket 26 and

serves to space sheet 20 outwardly from sheet 12. The wire provides a flexible skeletal

form enveloping an elongated volume and must.be sufficiently stiff so as to maintain its

shape and thereby the shape of the air pocket, but it must also be sufficiently flexible to
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allow sleeve 10 to conform to the shanp nf ~i . ," me snape of the elongated member around which the
sleeve is wrapped.

The combination of stiffness and ftexibitity ,s achieved by making the wire from a
monofilament of a metal, sac* as steel, formed in a spiral shape, as seen a. 28a in
figures

1 and 2. The steel spiral provides stiffness and elasticity in the radial direction to
mamtain me shape of air pocket 26, yet is flexible in bending to allow the sieeva to easily
conform to a curvature along the length of the member being insulated.

in a preferred embodiment, illustrated in Figures 1 and 3. wire 28b is shown formed into a
•
mU"'P"C"y °' SPaC6d apart reverse bend* 30 forming a muitiplicity of crests 32 and
troughs 34, The crests and troughs are then former bent into a C-shaped configuration
postponing the crest and troughs adjacent to ear* other at the terminal points of the C-shape. Wire 28b, thus, deflnes an axia„y extending region 36 with an opening 38 on one
s,da bordered by the casts and trough, Preferably, the crests and troughs are arranged
agatns, the Ars. flexible sheet 12 within air pocket 26. as beS « seen in Figures 4 and in me
cut-away v,ew o, Figure S. The preferred shape of wire 28b provides a radiaily rigid form
whtch w„, maintain the shape of air pooke, 26 ye, provide longitudinal flexibiiity and altow*e sleeve to conform to an elongated member or substrate. Opening 38 provides a
d,soont,nu,.y ,o the form of wire 28b which accepts a buige 40 formed in sheet 12 the
opening 38 helps ohen, wire 28b within air pocket 26 and prevents the wire from rotating
wtthin tha air pocket and. thus, changing the shape of the pocket

To prevent radian, heat transfer from the ambien, to the inside of sleeve 10, sheets 12,and 20 each have maans for reflecting radian, energy in ma form of reflecttve cover layers
42 and 44, respective* (see Figure 4). Tha reflective covar layers are positioned on ma
outstde surfaces of ,ha shaats and prefarabiy comphse mafal foil approximately 207' miCk adhefed

'° Shee,S 12 and2°- The foil is preferably bonded ,o ma shaats
w,th a haat-activatad adhesive, although othar adhesives are also suitable.

As seen in Figure 4, sleeve 10 is wrapped around eiongatad members 46a-46d, which
could be.brakelines ,o be insutated by the slaeve. Members 46a-46d are secured in a
cradle or dip 48

; which is attached ,o a structure, such as a vehicle frame 50 seen In
figures 4 and 6. Clip 48 is attachad ,o frame 50 by fastener means well known in ma arta nve, 52 being shown as an example. A haa, source. 54. for axample. a portion'of me
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exhaust system of the vehicle, is located near brake lines 46a-46d. To prevent the heat

from the exhaust system portion 54 from adversely affecting the brake fluid within the

brake lines, insulating sleeve 10 is disposed adjacent to the heat source surrounding the

brake lines, as described below.

Referring to Figure 4, sleeve 10 is preferably positioned on frame 50 adjacent to heat

source 54 with the reflective layer 42 facing downwardly. Clip 48 is placed on top of sleeve

10 against flexible sheet 12 and fastened in place by rivet 52. Brake lines 46a-46d are

positioned in clip 48, and a portion 12a of sheet 12 is folded over adjacent brake lines 46a
and 46b bringing edge 18 toward sheet 12, Edge 18 has a plurality of loops 56 arranged

along its length on loop tape, loops 56 being engagable with a plurality of hooks 58

formed on hook tape attached to sheet 12 intermediate edges 16 and 18 and extending

lengthwise along sleeve 10. As seen in Figure 1, hooks 58 are not continuous, there being

a gap 60 which allows clip 48 to continuously contact sheet 12. As seen in Figure 4, when
interengaged with hooks 58, loops 56 are held securely, thus holding edge 18 and a

portion 12a of sheet 12 in the folded position. Sheet portion 12a has a cut-out 62 which

fits around clip 48, allowing loops 56 on edge 18 to engage hooks 58 immediately

adjacent to the clip without stretching or distorting sheet 12 around the clip.

Next sheet portion 12b is folded over its adjacent brake lines 46c and 46d, and edge 16 is

joined in overlapping relationship to portion 12a of sheet 12. The preferred means for

effecting the joint is ah adhesive layer 64 which is placed op the underside of reflective

layer 42 which extends from sheet 12. as seen in detail in Figure 4 and 6. Adhesive layer

64 is covered with release paper 66 which is removed to expose the adhesive just before

the attachment is to be made.

Folding sheet portion 12b positions air pocket 26 facing heat source 54. The air pocket

lies between the two reflective layers 42 and 44. This combination of a reflective surface,

followed by an air pocket, followed by a second reflective surface, is especially effective at

blocking radiant energy from the heat source 54 incident on the sleeve. The outermost

reflective layer 44 reflects the majority of the incident radiation. The outer layer will heat

up. however, and conductively transfer a portion of the incident heat to underlying sheet

20. Sheet 20 will then radiate energy, which is reflected away from the inside of sleeve 10

by the inner reflective layer 42 on sheet 12. Air pocket 26 separates the reflective layers

and inhibits conductive heat transfer between sheet 20 and sheet 12. Together, the
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combination of the reflective tayers and the air pocket form an effective insulating barrierbetween the hea, source 54 and the elongated members 46a-46d ,o be protected
Pos„,oning the air pocket and double-reflecive layers facing the hea, source places the
bulk of the insulatlve components where tbey are most needed and enhances the
efficiency and effectiveness of the invention.

Insulative sleeves according ,o the invention provide Improved insulating performance
over common insulating wraps which have a single non-conducting ,ayer and a single
reflective layer. The increased performance is maximised by adjusan, the size of me air
pocke, so max I, is sufficiently iarge to provide an effective hea, barter, ye, is no,evened and consequent* ,oo Cose ,o the hea, source, hereby providing undated
increased hea, transfer ,o me elongated members. The sleeve according to me invention
is flexible and compact and provides an efficient and economica, means
elongated substrates or members such as brake lines, flue, lines or elecrica, harnessing
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CLAIMS

1. A heat protective sleeve for the protection of elongated substrates, said sleeve

comprising:

a first flexible sheet of thermal insulating material, said first flexible sheet having first

and second oppositely disposed edge portions to be placed in overlapping

relationship with a respective portion of said first flexible sheet for forming a tubular

protective covering for the elongated substrates;

a second flexible sheet of thermal insulating material, said second flexible sheet

having first and second oppositely disposed edge portions attached to said first

flexible sheet at locations on said first flexible sheet spaced inwardly from the

oppositely disposed edge portions; and

means forming an air pocket between said sheets.

2. A heat protective sleeve according to claim 1, further comprising a reflective cover

layer disposed on an outer surface of said second flexible sheet.

3. A heat protective sleeve according to claim 2, further comprising a reflective cover

layer disposed on ah outer surface of said first flexible sheet

4. A heat protective sleeve according to claim 1, wherein said first and second flexible

sheets are woven.

5. A heat protective sleeve according to claim 1, wherein said first and second flexible

sheets are knitted.

6. A heat protective sleeve according to claim 1, wherein said air pocket forming means

comprises a monofilament wire bent into a flexible skeletal form enveloping an

elongated volume, said skeletal form being disposed between said first and second

sheets against facing surfaces of said sheets thereby supporting said sheets in a

spaced-apart relationship forming said air pocket.

7. A heat protective sleeve according to claim 6, wherein said monofilament wire is

arranged in a spiral shape having a longitudinal axis arranged lengthwise along said

sleeve.
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A heat protective sleeve according to claim 6, wherein said monofilament wire
composes a continuous member formed into a multiplicity of spaced apart reverse
bends forming a multiplicity of crests and troughs, said continuous member being
further bent in cross-section into a C-shaped configuration positioning said crests
and said troughs at the terminal points of said C-shape so that said continuous
member defines an axially extending region with an opening on one side bartered
by said crests and troughs, said crests and .roughs being arranged against said firs,
flexible sheet within said air pocket.

A heat protective sleeve according to claim 3, wherein said reflective cover layers
comprise metal foil.

A heat protective s.eeve according to c.aim 9, wherein said metal foil is
approximately 20 microns thick.

A heat protective sleeve according to claim 1, wherein one of said first and second
flexible sheets comprises a polyester monofilament,

A heat protective s.eeve according to claim 1, wherein one of said first and second
flexible sheets comprises woven glass fibre yarn.

A heat protective s.eeve for the protection of e.ongated members, said s.eeve
comprising:

means formab.e into an e.ongated tubular shape for flexibly covering the elongated
members, said flexible covering means having a means for reflecting radiant energy
disposed on the outer surface of said tubular shape;
means for forming an air pocket arranged .engthwise along said flexible covering
means, said air pocket forming means being positibnab.e facing a source of radiant
energy, said air pocket forming means further comprising a second means for
reflecting radiant energy disposed oh said air pocket forming means outside of said
air pocket; and

means for spacing said air pocket forming means from said flexib.e covering means
said spacing means being, located within said air pocket between said flexible
covering means and said air pocket forming means.
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14. A heat protective sleeve according to claim 13, wherein said flexible covering means

comprises a flexible sheet of an insulating textile material, said sheet having

oppositely disposed edges having means for joining said edges in overlapping

relationship with a respective portion of said flexible- sheet to form said tubular

shape.

i

15. A heat protective sleeve according to claim 14, wherein said textile material

comprises polyester monofilament yam.

16. A heat protective sleeve according to claim 14, wherein said textile material

comprises woven glass fibre yarn.

17. A heat protective sleeve according to claim 13, wherein said means for reflecting

radiant energy comprises a metal foil attached to a surface of said flexible covering

means.

18. A heat protective sleeve according to claim 13, wherein said air pocket forming

means comprises an elongated strip of insulating textile material, said strip having

oppositely disposed edges attached lengthwise along said flexible covering means,

a region of said strip between said edges being unattached to said flexible covering

means and spaced away from said flexible covering means thereby, forming said air : .)

pocket.

19. A heat protective sleeve according to daim 18, wherein said second means for

reflecting radiant energy comprises a metallic foil attached to said strip.

20. A heat protective sleeve according to claim 14, wherein said joining means

comprises a layer of adhesive arranged between one of said edges and said

.respective portion of said flexible sheet in overlapping relationship.

21. A heat protective sleeve according to claim 14, wherein said joining means

comprises a plurality of hooks interengagable with a plurality of loops, one of said

plurality of hooks and loops being arranged along one of said edges, the other of.

said plurality of hooks and loops being arranged on said respective portion of said
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flexible sheet, said tubular shano «'
r Shape be,n9 fo,™ed when said plurality of hooks

interengages said plurality of loops.

22. A heat protective sleeve according to Cairn 13 wherein, said flexible covering meansand sa,d air pocKe. forming means comprise a pair of oppositeiy disposed surfaces
and sa,d spacing means comprises a wire form comprised of a metai wire bent in a
predetermined shape defining an open framed elongated volume, said wire formbeanng against said opposite* disposed surfaces and .hereby spacing said air
pocket forming means from said flexible covering means.

23. A heat protective sleeve according to ciaim 22. wherein said wire form meanscomposes a continuous meta, wire monofiiamen. member fanned into a muitipiicity
of spaced apart reverse bends forming a multiply of crests and troughs said
conUnuous monofilament member being ft.nher ben. in cross-seCon into a

ooin«

Pe

f

d

Trra"6n P°Si,i0nin9 CTeS,S Sald a
< **'™pen s o, sa,d C-shape so mat said confinuous monofilament member defines an

ax,a,,y extending region w1.h an opening on one side bordered by said crests and
troughs, said crests and troughs being arranged .o bear against said surface
comprising said flexible covering means within said air pocket

24. A heat protective sleeve according to claim 22. wherein said wire form comprises a
spiral wire extending lengthwise of said oppositely disposed surfaces.
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